Diffuse reflectance patterns in cervical spectroscopy.
Our laboratory seeks to develop minimally invasive cost-effective methods to improve screening and detection of curable precursors to cervical cancer. Previously, we have presented pilot studies that assess the diagnostic power of auto-fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. In the present study, we evaluate diffuse reflectance spectra from a comprehensive 850 patient clinical trial to determine its ability to discriminate normal tissue from several grades of abnormal cervical tissue. Diffuse reflectance spectra at four source detector separations measured from 549 cervical sites were available for analysis. Three classifiers were implemented: one used spectral data directly as input, a second used simple spectral features such as peak position and intensity, and one used principal component analysis for feature selection. Algorithms were developed and evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation to classify normal and precancerous cervical tissue. The percentage of samples correctly classified was used to evaluate and compare the performance of the algorithms, as compared to histology. Diffuse reflectance spectra of cervical precancer showed consistent differences from that of normal tissue at all source detector separations; reflectance intensity of precancer was lower than that of normal tissue on average. Normal cervical tissue spectra show more intensity variation between patients than other tissue grades. Reflectance spectra acquired from the closest source detector separations consistently demonstrated the most relevant information for tissue classification. Two persistent spectral patterns demonstrated that the contribution of hemoglobin absorption and the wavelength-dependent spectral slope contained relevant information for classification. Spectral patterns in diffuse reflectance spectra can be used for the discrimination of normal cervical tissue from low grade and high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions.